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1 Introduction 
1.1 Advancements in aircraft avionics and air traffic management flight data processing 
systems have recently driven analysis of whether the lateral- and longitudinal separation 
standards in the current NAT MNPS airspace could be reduced to increase the efficiency of 
the airspace. As part of this process the NAT is currently working on a 25 NM lateral 
separation standard and 5 minutes longitudinal separation standard; both requiring the RNP4 
navigation specification and FANS1/A ADS-C and CPDLC. 

1.2 At the same time the NAT is working on a strategy on how to transition the NAT 
from the NAT-specific MNPS navigation specification to the ICAO specified international 
PBN environment; specifically the RNAV 10 (RNP 10) navigation specification that is 
similar to MNPS. 

1.3 Isavia has identified that the navigation capabilities of the aircraft conducting MNPS 
and RNAV 10 operations are very similar. This has prompted the company to investigate the 
feasibility of allowing the use of the 50 NM RNAV 10 lateral separation standard for MNPS 
aircraft. 

1.4 The NAT SARSIG has reviewed detailed information and analyses concerning a 
proposal, formulated by Isavia, to apply 50 NM lateral separation between MNPS approved 
aircraft on intersecting and non-intersecting tracks based on the actual navigation equipage 
of the aircraft fleet operating in the Reykjavik control area (CTA). 

1.5 This proposal is of particular interest because the Reykjavik CTA shares extensive 
boundaries with airspace where the application of 50 NM lateral separation based on RNP 10 
is being implemented. As the intended medium term goal in the NAT Region is to extend the 
application of track spacing of 50 NM based on RNP 10 and to support the application of 50 
NM lateral separation for intersecting tracks based on RNP 10, the proposal could be viewed 
as progress towards the regional goal of implementing PBN. 

1.6 The NAT SARSIG/12 fully supported the development of an operational trial for the 
application of a 50 NM separation minimum in the Reykjavik CTA pending preparation of a 
relevant Concept of Operations and a statement of trial objectives that included success 
criteria. In this respect, Iceland advised that it would produce an implementation plan for a 
validation trial of the application of 50 NM lateral separation between MNPS approved 
aircraft in the Reykjavik CTA. 

1.7 The NAT IMG/37 also fully supported the development of a plan for a trial 
implementation, as presented in the above paragraph. 

1.8 This implementation plan follows the guidelines provided in ICAO Doc 9689 
(Manual on Airspace Planning Methodology for the Determination of Separation Minima) 
and takes account of information required by the NAT SARSIG and NAT IMG. 
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2 Identification of the Need for Change 
2.1 The following issues are the main drivers behind the proposal to apply 50 NM lateral 
separation between MNPS approved aircraft: 

• The NAT has decided to transition from MNPS to PBN and this will involve 
applying 50 NM lateral separation between RNAV 10 approved aircraft. This will 
bring the complication of having to separate MNPS and RNAV 10 aircraft using 
different separation standards; 60 NM and gentle slope rules for MNPS and RNAV 
10 vs. MNPS and 50 NM for RNAV 10. In addition to this the NAT is planning the 
introduction of 25 NM separation using RNP 4 and 5 minutes longitudinal separation 
requiring FANS1/A. In some areas of the NAT those new separation standards will 
be applied in a mixed mode environment where pairs of MNPS, RNAV 10 and RNP 
4 aircraft will be separated in accordance with the applicable navigation and 
communication specification applicable to each aircraft pair. Such a complicated 
operating environment will be very different from the current homogeneous MNPS 
airspace. Isavia believe that it is worth the effort of getting rid of the MNPS 60 
NM/gentle slope separation out of the equation resulting in: 

o significantly reduced complexity of the conflict probe software; and 

o a simplified work environment for the controller. 

In this context it should be kept in mind that complexity is always a safety 
consideration. 

• An RNAV 10 and 50 NM separation environment is being implemented in the 
Arctic region and the Reykjavik CTA shares extensive boundaries with that airspace. 
It would be an advantage for aircraft operators if Reykjavik aligned its operations 
with the Arctic RNAV 10 and 50 NM separation airspace. 
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3 Description of the Current Airspace and the CNS/ATM 
Systems 

3.1 Airspace Structure 
3.1.1 The responsibility for air traffic control services within the North Atlantic (NAT) 
Region is delegated by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to seven states: 
the United Kingdom, Iceland, Canada, Norway, USA, Denmark and Portugal. 

3.1.2 The Icelandic Air Navigation Service Provider, Isavia, is responsible for Air Traffic 
Management Services above flight level 195 in the BGGL FIR north of 63°30’N as well as 
the entire BIRD FIR. 

3.1.3 The airspace managed by Isavia is divided into four geographic sectors, namely the 
East; South; West and North Sectors (Figure 1). The first two are characterized by extensive 
radar coverage (Figure 2), the latter two are currently procedural. A project is under way to 
implement ADS-B surveillance within the West sector (Figure 3). 

3.1.4 The four base sectors are split vertically according to the amount of traffic; the 
smallest definition of a sector being a single base sector with one flight level. 

 
Figure 1:Reykjavik CTA 
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Figure 2: Current radar coverage 

 
Figure 3: Estimated future ADS-B coverage 

3.1.4 The Reykjavik CTA abuts the following control areas: Scottish, Shanwick and 
Gander to the south, Edmonton to the west, Murmansk, Bodö and Stavanger to the East. 

3.1.5 The airspace beneath the Reykjavík CTA West- and North Sectors consists for the 
most part of the BGGL FIR where Flight Information Service is provided by Söndreström 
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FIC below F195. A small part of the West- and North sectors does however extend to sea 
level in the Reykjavik FIR, the lower boundary of controlled airspace in that portion is Flight 
Level 055. 

3.1.6 The Reykjavik CTA is Class A airspace at and above F055 in which instrument 
flight rules (IFR) apply at all times. An exception to this is the domestic airspace over 
Iceland where the airspace below F200 is Class E for the most part. The oceanic airspace 
below F055 is Class G airspace. 

3.1.7 The major airports in the area served by MNPS approved aircraft are Keflavík, 
Reykjavík and Akureyri airports in Iceland, Vaagar in the Faroe Islands, Sondreström and 
Thule airports in Greenland. 

3.1.8 The NAT traffic is predominantly commercial. International General Aviation (IGA) 
Business aircraft comprise a high proportion of the higher altitude airspace operations. 

3.2 Strategic Lateral Offset Procedure (SLOP) 
3.2.1 Strategic lateral offsets of one or two miles right of a route or track centerline have 
been introduced as a means of reducing collision risk and is now standard operating 
procedure in the entire NAT Region. 

3.3 Airborne Collision Avoidance Systems (ACAS) 
3.3.1 In addition to the requirements of Annex 6, (Part I, paragraph 6.16 and Part II, 
paragraph 6.14) ACAS II shall be carried and operated in the NAT Region by all turbine-
engine aircraft having a maximum certificated take-off mass exceeding 5 700 kg or 
authorized to carry more than 19 passengers. 
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4 Traffic Patterns 

4.1 General 
4.1.1 The traffic is dominated by five major traffic flows: 

• First is the traffic linking Iceland with Europe and North America. 

• Second is the traffic linking Europe to North America. The volume of this traffic 
flow varies from day-to-day depending on the high altitude winds and the 
corresponding location of the NAT tracks 

• Third is the traffic linking the Middle East, India and Pakistan to North America. 

• Fourth is the traffic linking North America with the Far East. 

• Fifth is the low level traffic below the MNPS airspace which is mostly comprised of: 

o Icelandic domestic traffic. 

o Traffic between Iceland and Greenland and the Faroes 

o International general aviation traffic transiting the NAT. 

4.1.2 The major traffic flow between Europe and North America takes place in two 
distinct traffic flows during each 24-hour period due to passenger preference, time zone 
differences and the imposition of night-time noise curfews at the major airports.  The 
majority of the Westbound flow leaves European airports in the late morning to early 
afternoon and arrives at Eastern North American coastal airports typically some 2 hours later 
- local time - given the time difference.  The majority of the Eastbound flow leaves North 
American airports in mid/late evening and arriving in Europe early to mid-morning local 
time. Consequently, the diurnal distribution of this traffic has a distinctive tidal pattern 
characterized by two peaks passing 30° W, the Eastbound centered on 0400 Universal Co-
ordinated Time (UTC) and the Westbound centered on 1500 UTC. 

4.1.3 Following are a few key figures concerning the international traffic within the 
Reykjavik CTA in the year 2010 (excluding the Icelandic domestic traffic): 

• Total number of flights 102.275. 
o Over flights 76.679, flights to and from Iceland 25.596. 
o Westbound flights 61.624, eastbound flights 40.651. 
o Commercial flights 93.707, general aviation flights 6.049, military flights 

2.519. 
o The predominant aircraft types are B747-400, B777, A330, A340, B767 and 

B757, with earlier model B747s and other types making up less than 10% of 
the total. 

4.2 North Atlantic Organized Track System (NAT OTS) 
4.2.1 As is the norm in most of the NAT Region the Reykjavik CTA is free of fixed 
routes, the only constrains on routing being the use of anchor points at whole degrees of 
latitude at every whole decades of longitude for tracks trending West/East and at 5° intervals 
of latitude for North/South oriented tracks. 
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4.2.2 A significant portion of the NAT traffic operates on tracks, which vary from day to 
day dependent on meteorological conditions. The variability of the wind patterns would 
make a fixed track system unnecessarily penalizing in terms of flight time and consequent 
fuel usage. Nevertheless, the volume of traffic along the core routes is such that a complete 
absence of any designated tracks (i.e. a free flow system) would currently be unworkable 
given the need to maintain procedural separation standards in airspace largely without radar 
surveillance. 

4.2.3 As a result, an OTS is set up on a diurnal basis for each of the Westbound and 
Eastbound flows. Each core OTS is comprised of a set, typically 4 to 7, of parallel or nearly 
parallel tracks, positioned in the light of the prevailing winds to suit the traffic flying 
between Europe and North America. 

4.2.4 The designation of an OTS facilitates a high throughput of traffic by ensuring that 
aircraft on adjacent tracks are separated for the entire oceanic crossing - at the expense of 
some restriction in the operator's choice of track.  In effect, where the preferred track lies 
within the geographical limits of the OTS, the operator is obliged to choose an OTS track or 
fly above or below the system.  Where the preferred track lies clear of the OTS, the operator 
is free to fly it by nominating a random track.  Trans-Atlantic tracks, therefore, fall into three 
categories: OTS, Random or Fixed. 

4.2.5 The location of the NAT tracks depends on the meteorological conditions and varies 
from day to day. In 2010 92.3% of the traffic in the Reykjavik CTA was on random tracks 
and 7.7% was on the NAT tracks. During 2010 the westbound NAT tracks entered the 
Reykjavik CTA 111 days while the eastbound NAT tracks entered the Reykjavik CTA only 
6 days. 

4.3 Minimum Navigation Performance Specification 
4.3.1 MNPS airspace has been established between FL285 and FL420. To ensure the safe 
application of separation between aircraft in the airspace, only MNPS approved aircraft are 
permitted to operate within the MNPS airspace.  The current MNPS was established to 
ensure that the risk of collision as a consequence of a loss of horizontal separation would be 
contained within an agreed Target Level of Safety (TLS). 

4.3.2 The lateral separation applied between MNPS approved aircraft is 60 NM or by the 
“Gentle Slope Rules” which allow lateral separation as small as 50.5 NM. For the most part, 
aircraft tracks are separated using the earth’s coordinate system to define tracks and effect 
separation laterally by 60 NM or 1 degree provided a portion of the route is within, above, or 
below MNPS airspace. Given the curvature of the earth, “Gentle Slope Rules” have been 
adopted to ensure that the actual separation never falls below distances which vary with 
latitude but never fall short of 50.5 NM.  

4.3.3 The longitudinal separation minima applied in the airspace vary greatly depending 
on aircraft class (jet, prop) among other criteria but for the target population the values are 
15 minutes for crossing tracks and 10 minutes for aircraft that have reported a common point 
and follow the same track or continuously diverging tracks. 

4.4 Reduced Vertical Separation Minimum (RVSM) 
4.4.1 RVSM airspace has been established within the confines of MNPS airspace and 
associated transition areas. In RVSM airspace, 1000 feet vertical separation is applied 
between approved aircraft.  Currently, RVSM is only applied between FL 290 and FL 410 
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inclusive.  To ensure the safe application of the separation minimum, only RVSM approved 
aircraft are allowed to operate within RVSM airspace. Aircraft are monitored to ensure that 
the TLS is being met. 

4.5 Special Use Airspace 
4.5.1 There is no permanent special use airspace in the Reykjavík CTA high level 
airspace. Temporary special use airspace is however on occasions established to cater for 
military exercises. 
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5 Communication, Navigation, Surveillance 

5.1 Communication 

5.1.1 Air/Ground Communication 
5.1.1.1 The following air/ground communication possibilities are available in the Reykjavik 
sectors: 

• South and East sectors: 
o Direct controller pilot VHF voice communications. 
o General purpose VHF voice communications via Iceland radio. 
o HF voice communications via Iceland radio. 
o FANS1/A CPDLC. 
o SATCOM voice via Iceland radio and direct to the controller. 
o Oceanic clearance delivery via ARINC 623 data link. 

• West sector: 
o General purpose VHF voice communications via Iceland radio. 
o HF voice communications via Iceland radio. 
o FANS1/A CPDLC. 
o SATCOM voice via Iceland radio and direct to the controller. 
o Oceanic clearance delivery via ARINC 623 data link. 

• North sector: 
o HF voice communications via Iceland radio. 
o FANS1/A CPDLC south of 82N. 
o SATCOM voice via Iceland radio and direct to the controller. 
o Oceanic clearance delivery via ARINC 623 data link south of 82N. 

5.1.1.2 When operating outside VHF coverage aircraft are required to be equipped with dual 
long range voice communications system (HF or Satcom). Over 40% of MNPS approved 
aircraft operating in the Reykjavik CTA is also FANS1/A equipped. 

5.1.2 Ground/Ground Communication 
5.1.2.1 Communication between sectors within the Reykjavik center is primarily effected 
through interactions with the Flight Data Processing system though voice intercom is of 
course available. 

5.1.2.2 An On-Line Data link Interface (OLDI) exists with Gander, Shanwick, Scottish, 
Stavanger and the Faxi TMA serving Reykjavik and Keflavik airports. This is used for initial 
coordination of flights crossing the common boundary. Any subsequent negotiation is 
effected via leased line voice connections. All coordination with Edmonton, Murmansk, 
Bodo, Sondrestrom FIC, Sondrestom APP, Thule APP and Vagar is effected via leased line 
voice connections. 

5.2 Navigation 
5.2.1 The required navigation performance of MNPS approved aircraft is specified in the 
NAT section of DOC 7030 paragraph 4.1.1.5.1.2 as follows: 
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4.1.1.5.1.2 Except for those flights specified in 4.1.1.5.1.5, aircraft operating within the 
volume of airspace specified in 4.1.1.5.1.1 shall have lateral navigation performance 
capability such that: 

a) the standard deviation of lateral track errors shall be less than 11.7 km (6.3 NM); 

b) the proportion of the total flight time spent by aircraft 56 km (30 NM) or more off 
the cleared track shall be less than 5.3 × 10-4; and 

c) the proportion of the total flight time spent by aircraft between 93 and 130 km (50 
and 70 NM) off the cleared track shall be less than 1.3 × 10-5. 

5.2.2 Except when operating on the special “Blue Spruce Routes” MNPS aircraft are 
required to carry two independent long range navigation systems. 

5.2.3 ISAVIA has analyzed the navigation capabilities filed in received flight plans during 
the period of 1. May 2009 – 30. April 2010. Only flight plans filing MNPS capability (“X” 
in field 10) were taken into account. The results were as follows: 

Total number of flight plans received with “X” in field 10 = 136.321. 

The portion of those flight plans with capabilities: GNSS, RNP4 or RNP10 are as 
follows: 

 a) G 18.664 13.69% 
 b) RNP10 24.527 17.99% 
 c) RNP4 1.412 1.03% 
 d) G, RNP10 42.886 31.45% 
 e) G, RNP4 337 0.24% 
 f) RNP10, RNP4 1.426 1.04% 
 g) G, RNP10, RNP4 13.951 10.23% 

TOTAL 75.67% 

5.2.4 This indicates that over 75% of aircraft filing MNPS capability are also equipped 
with GNSS or approved for RNP4 or RNP10. Since it may currently be assumed that GNSS 
equipage is required for RNP4 the conclusion may be drawn from the numbers above that 
over 57% of aircraft filing MNPS capability are also equipped with GNSS. Additionally, 
ISAVIA have confirmed that the GNSS equipage indicated above is conservative, since it 
has been established that a significant number of aircraft that are GNSS equipped are not 
filing the “G” in field 10 in the flight plan. A conservative conclusion is therefore that only 
24.33% of MNPS aircraft in the Reykjavik area only have the basic MNPS capability. 

5.2.5 MNPS aircraft navigate mostly using GNSS and IRS/INS. Several ground based 
navigations aids such as VOR, NDB and DME are available in Iceland, Faroe Islands and 
Greenland but those aids are scarce and far between and do therefore not significantly 
contribute towards the navigation performance. 

5.3 Surveillance 
5.3.1 ATS Surveillance service is currently provided with seven SSR radar stations; five 
stations in Iceland, one station in the Faroe Islands and one station in the Shetland Islands 
(see figure below). 
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Figure 4: Current radar coverage 

5.3.2 The radar surveillance allows the system to provide more economical flight profiles 
to flights in the South- and East sectors than could be provided in a procedural system. The 
radar system also provides lateral- and vertical conformance monitoring against the cleared 
oceanic flight profile. 

5.3.3 Surveillance data is otherwise provided to the Reykjavik ATC system by: 

• Voice position reports via HF and general purpose VHF via Iceland radio and other 
radio stations. 

• Position reports via FANS1/A ADS-C. 
• Position reports via FMS position reporting. 

5.3.4 Surveillance data is presented to the controller on an Integrated Situation Display 
System (ISDS) displaying radar tracks and FDPS generated CPL tracks where no radar data 
is available. Distinction between radar- and CPL tracks is done using symbology and color 
coding (see figure below). 
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Figure 5: Integrated Situation Display System (ISDS) 

(special print colors are shown) 

5.4 ATC System 
5.4.1 The air traffic control systems employed in the Reykjavik control center are: 

• Flight Data Processing System (FDPS) providing: 
o General flight data processing. 
o Electronic flight progress strips. 
o Automatic internal and external coordination. 
o Conflict probing. 
o Flight progress calculation based on a weather model. 
o FANS1/A ADS-C and CPDLC. 
o ARINC 623 Oceanic clearance delivery. 

• Integrated Situation Display System and radar data processing system providing: 
o Multi Radar data processing. 
o Air situation picture showing both radar and CPL tracks. 
o Short Term Conflict Alerting (STCA). 
o Lateral- and vertical conformance monitoring against the cleared oceanic 

flight profile. 
o Functionality to graphically display flight profiles, estimates, crossing times, 

special use airspace etc. 
• Voice Communication System for both internal and external voice communication. 
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6 Determination of the Proposed System and Operational 
Application 
6.1 50 NM lateral separation will only be applied between MNPS approved aircraft on 
intersecting or non-intersecting tracks. The MNPS approval is indicated with the letter X in 
field 10 of the FPL. The conflict probe software in the Reykjavik FDPS will be changed 
accordingly. 

6.2 Nothing else will change in the environment or operating procedures. The 
operational concept of clearing aircraft via whole degrees of latitude at every 10 degrees of 
longitude south of 70°N and at every 20° of longitude north of 70°N will continue. 

6.3 As described in section 8.1.2, for eastbound/westbound flights and taking into 
account the operational concept in 6.2 above, the application of the 50 NM lateral separation 
achieves almost the same separation results as the application of the gentle slope rules. Few 
separation problems are therefore foreseen with regard to the interfaces with Gander, 
Shanwick and Bodo. The Reykjavik controllers are also trained in the application of the 
gentle slope rules and the training for the 50 NM lateral separation will include the required 
awareness that in rare cases differences may occur that will require additional separation 
before the aircraft cross the common boundary. The interface with Stavanger and Scottish is 
radar-to-radar interface with fixed waypoints and as a result no separation problems are 
foreseen on those interfaces. The interfaces with Edmonton and Murmansk are mostly via 
fixed boundary waypoints which provide at least 60 NM lateral separation and as a result no 
separation problems are foreseen on those interfaces. 

6.4 The planned start of the operational trial is in the October – November 2011 
timeframe. 
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7 Identification of the Method of Safety Assessment 
7.1 Collision risk of applying 50 NM lateral separation between MNPS aircraft on non-
intersecting tracks was evaluated by comparing the proposed system with current system. 

7.2 Collision risk of applying 50 NM lateral separation between MNPS aircraft on non-
intersecting tracks was evaluated by conducting full collision risk modeling as described in 
Attachment A. 
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8 Evaluation of the Risk 

8.1 Applying 50 NM Lateral Separation on non-Intersecting Tracks 

8.1.1 General Argument 
8.1.1.1 When evaluating the risk of applying 50 NM lateral separation between MNPS 
approved aircraft on non-intersecting tracks, the argument is split in two subjects: 

a) An equivalence is drawn between the lateral separation allowed by application of the 
Gentle Slope Rule existing under the performance requirements of the NAT MNPS and a 
new automated variant which uniformly applies 50.5 NM lateral separation; and 

b) The reduction of separation from 50.5 NM to 50 NM is supported by navigation 
performance which is better than contemplated in the design of NAT MNPS. The 
performance improvements can be documented in the areas of lateral occupancy, core 
navigational accuracy and gross navigational errors. 

8.1.2 Application of 50 NM Separation vs the Gentle Slope Rule 
8.1.2.1 The intention of this section is to demonstrate that the application of 50 NM lateral 
separation between aircraft on non-intersecting tracks instead of the traditional gentle slope 
rule will not materially reduce the actual lateral separation in the NAT provided the 
operational concept of clearing aircraft via whole degrees of latitude at every 10 degrees of 
longitude south of 70°N and at every 20° of longitude north of 70°N remains unchanged. 
This supports the statement in 8.1.1.1 a) above that an equivalence can be drawn between the 
lateral separation allowed by application of the Gentle Slope Rule existing under the 
performance requirements of the NAT MNPS and a new automated variant which uniformly 
applies 50.5 NM lateral separation. 

8.1.2.2 The NAT Application of Separation Minima document specifies the following in 
paragraph 4.3.9: 

In the manual application of the lateral separation minima specified in section 3.3, tracks 
may be spaced with reference to their difference in latitude, using one degree instead of 
60 NM, one and one-half degrees instead of 90 NM, and two degrees instead of 120 NM, 
provided that in any interval of ten degrees of longitude the change in latitude of one of 
the tracks does not exceeded: 

A. three degrees at or south of 58° North 

B. two degrees north of 58° North and south of 70° North 

C. one degree at or north of 70° North and south of 80° North. 

8.1.2.3 The table below illustrates what are the real effects to lateral separation of applying 
50 NM separation instead of the gentle slope rule. At each latitude the table demonstrates 
what the effect on separation is by increasing the slope of a track from the maximum allowed 
by the gently slope rule to one degree more than the gently slope rule allows. Only the 
airspace north of 45°N is analyzed since Reykjavik does not plan separation south of that. 
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Legend: 

Increasing the slope of a track from the maximum allowed by the gentle slope rule to one 
degree more than the gently slope rule allows results in separation greater than 50NM and 
will therefore result in an actual reduction of the minimum separation. 
Increasing the slope of a track from the maximum allowed by the gentle slope rule to one 
degree more than the gently slope rule allows results in separation less than 50NM and will 
therefore not result a reduction of the minimum separation. 
In intervals of 20° of longitude, increasing the slope of a track from the maximum allowed 
by the gentle slope rule to one degree more than the gently slope rule allows results in 
separation greater than 50NM and will therefore result in an actual reduction of the 
minimum separation. 
 

Gentle slope separation - Maximum slope Separation when slope is 1°more than the 
maximum allowed slope 

A/C 1 A/C 2 Separation A/C 1 A/C 2 Separation 
45N020W – 
48N030W 

46N020W – 
49N030W 

53.40 45N020W – 
49N030W 

46N020W – 
50N030W 

49.75 

46N020W – 
49N030W 

47N020W – 
50N030W 

53.18 46N020W – 
50N030W 

47N020W – 
51N030W 

49.43 

47N020W – 
50N030W 

48N020W – 
51N030W 

52.95 47N020W – 
51N030W 

48N020W – 
52N030W 

49.10 

48N020W – 
51N030W 

49N020W – 
52N030W 

52.71 48N020W – 
52N030W 

49N020W – 
53N030W 

48.75 

49N020W – 
52N030W 

50N020W – 
53N030W 

52.45 49N020W – 
53N030W 

50N020W – 
54N030W 

48.38 

50N020W – 
53N030W 

51N020W – 
54N030W 

52.17 50N020W – 
54N030W 

51N020W – 
55N030W 

47.99 

51N020W – 
54N030W 

52N020W – 
55N030W 

51.88 51N020W – 
55N030W 

52N020W – 
56N030W 

47.58 

52N020W – 
55N030W 

53N020W – 
56N030W 

51.58 52N020W – 
56N030W 

53N020W – 
57N030W 

47.14 

53N020W – 
56N030W 

54N020W – 
57N030W 

51.25 53N020W – 
57N030W 

54N020W – 
58N030W 

46.68 

54N020W – 
57N030W 

55N020W – 
58N030W 

50.90 54N020W – 
58N030W 

55N020W – 
59N030W 

46.19 

55N020W – 
58N030W 

56N020W – 
59N030W 

50.53 55N020W – 
59N030W 

56N020W – 
60N030W 

45.68 

56N020W – 
58N030W 

57N020W – 
59N030W 

54.68 56N020W – 
59N030W 

57N020W – 
60N030W 

50.13 

57N020W – 
59N030W 

58N020W – 
60N030W 

54.43 57N020W – 
60N030W 

58N020W – 
61N030W 

49.70 

58N020W – 
60N030W 

59N020W – 
61N030W 

54.17 58N020W – 
61N030W 

59N020W – 
62N030W 

49.25 

59N020W – 
61N030W 

60N020W – 
62N030W 

53.89 59N020W – 
62N030W 

60N020W – 
63N030W 

48.76 

60N020W – 
62N030W 

61N020W – 
63N030W 

53.58 60N020W – 
63N030W 

61N020W – 
64N030W 

48.24 

61N020W – 
63N030W 

62N020W – 
64N030W 

53.25 61N020W – 
64N030W 

62N020W – 
65N030W 

47.68 

62N020W – 
64N030W 

63N020W – 
65N030W 

52.89 62N020W – 
65N030W 

63N020W – 
66N030W 

47.07 

63N020W – 
65N030W 

64N020W – 
66N030W 

52.49 63N020W – 
66N030W 

64N020W – 
67N030W 

46.42 

64N020W – 
66N030W 

65N020W – 
67N030W 

52.06 64N020W – 
67N030W 

65N020W – 
68N030W 

45.72 

65N020W – 66N020W – 51.59 65N020W – 66N020W – 44.96 
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67N030W 68N030W 68N030W 69N030W 
66N020W – 
68N030W 

67N020W – 
69N030W 

51.07 66N020W – 
69N030W 

67N020W – 
70N030W 

44.13 

67N020W – 
69N030W 

68N020W – 
70N030W 

50.50 67N020W – 
70N030W 

68N020W – 
71N030W 

43.24 

69N020W – 
70N030W 

70N020W – 
71N030W 

56.17 69N020W – 
71N030W 

70N020W – 
72N030W 

49.18 

70N020W – 
71N030W 

71N020W – 
72N030W 

55.88 70N020W – 
72N030W 

71N020W – 
73N030W 

48.40 

71N020W – 
72N030W 

72N020W – 
73N030W 

55.55 71N020W – 
73N030W 

72N020W – 
74N030W 

47.54 

72N020W – 
73N030W 

73N020W – 
74N030W 

55.18 72N020W – 
74N030W 

73N020W – 
75N030W 

46.57 

73N020W – 
74N030W 

74N020W – 
75N030W 

54.75 73N020W – 
75N030W 

74N020W – 
76N030W 

45.49 

74N020W – 
75N030W 

75N020W – 
76N030W 

54.25 74N020W – 
76N030W 

75N020W – 
77N030W 

44.27 

75N020W – 
76N030W 

76N020W – 
77N030W 

53.67 75N020W – 
77N030W 

76N020W – 
78N030W 

42.90 

76N020W – 
77N030W 

77N020W – 
78N030W 

52.98 76N020W – 
78N030W 

77N020W – 
79N030W 

41.35 

77N020W – 
78N030W 

78N020W – 
79N030W 

52.16 77N020W – 
79N030W 

78N020W – 
80N030W 

39.59 

78N020W – 
79N030W 

79N020W – 
80N030W 

51.17 78N020W – 
80N030W 

79N020W – 
81N030W 

37.61 

      
      

Interval 20°of Longitude  Interval 20°of Longitude  
69N020W – 
70N040W 

70N020W – 
71N040W 

57.25 69N020W – 
71N040W 

70N020W – 
72N040W 

54.13 

70N020W – 
71N040W 

71N020W – 
72N040W 

57.10 70N020W – 
72N040W 

71N020W – 
73N040W 

53.75 

71N020W – 
72N040W 

72N020W – 
73N040W 

56.95 71N020W – 
73N040W 

72N020W – 
74N040W 

53.33 

72N020W – 
73N040W 

73N020W – 
74N040W 

56.77 72N020W – 
74N040W 

73N020W – 
75N040W 

52.84 

73N020W – 
74N040W 

74N020W – 
75N040W 

56.56 73N020W – 
75N040W 

74N020W – 
76N040W 

52.29 

74N020W – 
75N040W 

75N020W – 
76N040W 

56.33 74N020W – 
76N040W 

75N020W – 
77N040W 

51.65 

75N020W – 
76N040W 

76N020W – 
77N040W 

56.06 75N020W – 
77N040W 

76N020W – 
78N040W 

50.90 

76N020W – 
77N040W 

77N020W – 
78N040W 

55.75 76N020W – 
78N040W 

77N020W – 
79N040W 

50.03 

77N020W – 
78N040W 

78N020W – 
79N040W 

55.37 77N020W – 
79N040W 

78N020W – 
80N040W 

49.00 

 

8.1.2.4 As can be seen from the table above, when considering an interval of 10° of 
longitude, the application of 50 NM lateral separation north of 45N does not have an effect 
on the actual separation between tracks apart from one case around 56-58N where the tracks 
could be sloped by three degrees instead of two degrees resulting in a minimum separation of 
50.13NM. 

8.1.2.5 Regarding the interval of 20°of longitude the following should be kept in mind: 

a) The flight planning requirements for flights operating predominantly in an 
east-west direction north of 70°N are specified as follows in DOC 7030: 
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2.1.9.2.2 For flights operating north of 70°N, the planned tracks shall normally 
be defined by significant points formed by the intersection of parallels of 
latitude expressed in degrees and minutes with meridians normally spaced at 
intervals of 20 degrees from the Greenwich meridian to longitude 60°W. 

b) This flight planning practice has never fitted with the application of the 
gentle slope rule as defined in the ASM document where the waypoint interval is 
specified as 10° of longitude both south and north of 70°N (refer to paragraph 3.4 above). 
Isavia has overcome that by extrapolating the gentle slope rule over 20° of longitude as 
allowed by paragraph 4.3.6 in the ASM. 

c) As can be seen from the table above, when considering an interval of 20° of 
longitude, the application of 50 NM lateral separation does allow more flexibility in 
routing aircraft over an interval of 20° of longitude while maintaining similar separation 
as would be achieved if the aircraft were routed on tracks spaced by an interval of 10°. In 
all cases except one, the minimum separation between tracks is more than 50.5 NM. 

8.1.3 Flights Operating Predominately in North-South Direction 
8.1.3.1 As is commonly known, the vast majority of traffic in the NAT (outside WATRS) 
operates predominately in East-West direction as defined in the DOC7030 flight planning 
requirements. 

8.1.3.2 Within the Reykjavik CTA a small proportion of the traffic operates in the North-
South direction as per the DOC7030 definition. Since the limitations of the “whole degrees 
of latitude at every 10 degrees of longitude” mechanism does not apply to those flights Isavia 
did a survey on the navigation capabilities filed for those flights. Those are mostly polar 
flights and flights that are operating from Thule. The navigation capabilities filed in received 
flight plans for those flights during the period of 1. May 2009 – 30. April 2010 are listed 
below. Only flight plans filing MNPS capability (“X” in field 10) were taken into account. 

Total number of “North-South” flight plans received with “X” in field 10 = 2.971 
which is 2.2% of the total number of MNPS flight plans. 

The portion of those flight plans with capabilities: GNSS, RNP4 or RNP10 are as 
follows: 

a) G 127 4.27% 
b) RNP10 240 8.08% 
c) RNP4 137 4.61% 
d) G, RNP10 279 9.39% 
e) G, RNP4 0 0% 
f) RNP10, RNP4 103 3.47% 
g) G, RNP10, RNP4 1372 46.18% 

TOTAL 76.00% 

8.1.3.3 This gives an almost identical result as the survey detailed in paragraph 8.1.5.4 
below and therefore indicates that if a minimum separation of 50 NM could be applied to the 
East-West flights it could also be applied to the North-South flights. 

8.1.4 Gross Navigational Errors and Lateral Risk Estimate in the NAT 
8.1.4.1 The current NAT lateral risk estimate is published in NAT SOG/02 WP/04” Report 
of the Mathematicians’ Working Group”. The paper provides the following information in 
paragraphs 5.1.8 – 5.1.11: 
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 There were no risk bearing GNEs reported at the Gander, Shanwick or Reykjavik 
monitoring windows during 2008 and 2009. 

 All the lateral collision risk estimates between 2002 and 2009 were below the TLS 
for the lateral dimension, which was currently 20 x 10-9 fapfh. 

 The five year average lateral collision risk is now estimated to be 0.38 x 10-9 fapfh 
which is 52 times lower than the TLS for the lateral dimension of 20 x 10-9. 

 The error rate for weighted GNEs ≥ 30NM is 0.027 x 10-4 which is 196 times lower 
than the MNPS limit of 5.3 x 10-4. 

8.1.4.2 Since 2006 Isavia have submitted all reported navigation errors in excess of 15 NM 
to the NAT CMA and prior to 2006 all reported navigation errors in excess of 25 NM were 
reported. Those errors are therefore already accounted for in the calculated lateral risk 
estimate for the NAT as detailed above. 

8.1.4.3 The large margin that is between the estimated collision risk and the TLS indicates 
that a reduction of minimum lateral separation from 50.5 NM to 50 NM would not increase 
the lateral collision risk to a level which would be near the TLS of 20 x 10-9 for the lateral 
dimension. 

8.1.5 Aircraft Equipage – Navigation Accuracy 
8.1.5.1 The MNPS approval is the forerunner to PBN (and its predecessor RNP) and 
requires a minimum standard of technical navigation performance of an aircraft navigation 
system as well as an operational approval to sustain an agreed safety level for the lateral 
plane, which at the time of inception was 2 x 10-8 fapfh. This was done in order to help 
ensure that core and atypical navigation performance met the following requirements: 

a) the standard deviation of lateral track errors shall be less than 11.7 km (6.3 NM); 

b) the proportion of the total flight time spent by aircraft 56 km (30 NM) or more off 
the cleared track shall be less than 5.3 × 10-4; and 

c) the proportion of the total flight time spent by aircraft between 93 and 130 km (50 
and 70 NM) off the cleared track shall be less than 1.3 × 10-5. 

8.1.5.2 By specifying these requirements prior to the implementation of the separation 
associated with the MNPS airspace, it was aimed to ensure that when implementation 
occurred, subsequent monitoring of the system would show that the risk estimate was below 
the desired lateral TLS. Thirty four years later, the 5 year rolling lateral risk estimate is far 
less than the TLS as described in paragraph 8.1.4.1 above. This is a factor of significantly 
better core navigation performance of aircraft (as measured) and a very low number of gross 
navigation errors (GNEs). This improved core navigation performance is the major factor in 
the estimated increased vertical risk and a key factor in the introduction of the SLOP. 

8.1.5.3 Regardless of what minimum standard of navigation performance was assumed (and 
required) for implementation planning purposes, it has today no direct bearing on the 
measured navigation performance or the estimated risk. We are now in a position to know 
the navigation performance of the aircraft operating in the MNPS airspace and in a better 
position to determine what separation could be applied while still meeting a TLS of 5 x 10-9 
fapfh. Given that the performance in the NAT exceeds an RNAV10 (RNP10) performance 
and that RNAV10 (RNP10) is de facto the minimum navigation standard required for a 50 
NM route spacing (published in the PANS-ATM in November 2010) then it is reasonable to 
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propose a 50 NM lateral separation in the NAT MNPS airspace based on actual navigation 
performance of the population and continued monitoring of this performance level. 

8.1.5.4 When MNPS was established in 1976 the long range navigation systems were 
mostly comprised of INS, OMEGA and LORAN. This equippage was deemed satisfactory to 
meet the performance requirements specified in paragraph 8.1.5.1 and support a manual 
system of separtion comprised of nominal lateral separation of 60 NM and the gentle slope 
rules which allow lateral separation as small as 50.5 NM. Since the inception of the MNPS 
airspace the quality of the aircraft equippage and the navigation accuracy has improved 
significantly. ISAVIA has analysed the navigation capabilities filed in received flight plans 
during the period of 1. May 2009 – 30. April 2010. Only flight plans filing MNPS capability 
(“X” in field 10) were taken into account. 

Total number of flight plans received with “X” in field 10 = 136.321. 

The portion of those flight plans with capabilities: GNSS, RNP4 or RNP10 are as 
follows: 

a) G 18.664 13.69% 
b) RNP10 24.527 17.99% 
c) RNP4 1.412 1.03% 
d) G, RNP10 42.886 31.45% 
e) G, RNP4 337 0.24% 
f) RNP10, RNP4 1.426 1.04% 
g) G, RNP10, RNP4 13.951 10.23% 

TOTAL 75.67% 

8.1.5.5 This indicates that over 75% of aircraft filing MNPS capability are also equipped 
with GNSS or approved for RNP4 or RNP10. Since it may currently be assumed that GNSS 
equipage is required for RNP4 the conclusion may be drawn from the numbers above that 
over 57% of aircraft filing MNPS capability are also equipped with GNSS. Additionally, 
ISAVIA have confirmed that the GNSS equipage indicated above is conservative, since it 
has been established that a significant number of aircraft that are GNSS equipped are not 
filing the “G” in field 10 in the flight plan. A conservative conclusion is therefore that only 
24.33% of MNPS aircraft in the Reykjavik area only have the basic MNPS capability. 

8.1.5.6 This change in navigation equipage since the establishment of the MNPS airspace is 
reflected in the increase of the Lateral Overlap Probability Py(0) which directly affects the 
vertical risk. Paragraph 5.2.2 in the NAT SOG/02 WP/04” Report of the Mathematicians’ 
Working Group” states that: 

The Group has reported increases of Py(0) over the years. An increase in Py(0) 
reflects improvements in lateral navigational performance occasioned by the 
use of current-technology navigational systems, i.e. GNSS.  As aircraft tend to 
concentrate more closely in the vicinity of the route centreline, the chance that 
two aircraft attempting to fly the route centreline will overlap in the lateral 
dimension commensurately increases Py(0).  The Group believes this trend will 
continue and that subsequent re-estimates of Py(0) are likely to show increases, 
due to an increasing proportion of the population using high accuracy 
navigational systems, therefore the Group will continue to track this parameter. 

8.1.5.7 The significant improvement in navigation capability since the establishment of the 
MNPS airspace and the demonstrated core navigation accuracy that has had the effect of 
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increasing the vertical risk indicate that there is a room for reduction of minimum lateral 
separation from 50.5 NM to 50 NM between aircraft authorized to operate within MNPS 
airspace. 

8.1.6 Lateral Occupancy 
8.1.6.1 The lateral occupancy in the NAT is highest within the core NAT tracks. The 
westbound NAT tracks are typically located in the 50°N-60°N latitude band and the east 
bound tracks a few degrees further south. The minimum lateral separation currently allowed 
between NAT tracks within this airspace is 50.53 NM and this separation is therefore 
currently allowed where the lateral occupancy can be expected to be the highest in the NAT 
area. 

8.1.6.2 Taking into account the current lateral risk estimates provided by the NAT 
Mathematicians working group, Isavia draw the conclusion that 50 NM lateral separation 
could be used in other parts of the NAT were the lateral occupancy is much lower than 
within the core NAT tracks. 

8.2 Applying 50 NM Lateral Separation on Intersecting Tracks 

8.2.1 Collision risk calculations 
8.2.1.1 In the context of this discussion it should be noted that the ICAO Separation and 
Airspace Safety Panel (SASP) is working on a PANS-ATM amendment that will specify 50 
NM as the minimum lateral separation for RNAV10 (RNP10) aircraft on intersecting tracks. 

8.2.1.2 The current lateral separation between MNPS approved aircraft on intersecting 
tracks is 60 NM and a reduction of this separation to 50 NM requires collision risk 
modelling. Isavia contracted the NLR Air Transport Safety Institute to perform this work 
based on actual aircraft navigation equipage levels observed in the Reykjavik CTA. The 
results are documented in Attachment 1 to this working paper: “Collision Risk Assessment of 
50 NM Intersecting-Track Lateral Separation in North Atlantic MNPS Airspace”. 

8.2.1.3 The following text is from the Conclusions section of the Collision Risk Assessment 
report: 

Lateral collision risk per aircraft pair passing an intersection has been calculated for 
intersection angles between 5 and 175 degrees inclusive using a protected airspace 
concept. For an aircraft under consideration, the lateral collision risk depends on the 
location of the other aircraft when it is passing the intersection. This dependence has 
been accounted for in two ways, namely maximisation and averaging. Based on previous 
SASP work, a “larger than 1% of the peak value” averaging approach was used. 

A major objective was to examine the effect on the risk of a mixed aircraft population 
made up of four sub-populations with different levels of navigation performance, i.e. 
MNPS, RNP 10, RNP 4, and “MNPS approved only and carrying GNSS”. Successively 
improved levels of navigation performance were assumed for the last sub-population, 
namely MNPS, RNP 10, and RNP 4. 

Compared with a “full MNPS” population, a mixed aircraft population with MNPS, RNP 
10, RNP 4, and “GNSS as MNPS” performance gave a reduction of the maximum 
collision risk, averaged over the range of intersection angles between 5 and 175 degrees 
inclusive, of approximately 66%. When “GNSS as RNP 10” performance was used, the 
reduction of the maximum risk, averaged over the range of intersection angles, was 
approximately 78% of the “full MNPS” risk. Assuming “GNSS as RNP 4” performance 
showed a law of diminishing returns effect, viz. an average reduction of 79% compared 
with the “full MNPS” risk. 
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Collision risk was calculated for various combinations of nominal aircraft speeds, 
particularly 300, 480, and 600 kts and subsequently maximised over the speed 
combinations. As a function of the nominal aircraft speeds, collision risk was found to be 
maximal for a speed of 600 kts for aircraft 1 and a speed of 300 kts for aircraft 2. The 
maximal risk was found to decrease when the difference between the maximum and 
minimum speeds for aircraft 1 and 2 respectively decreased. 

The “larger than 1% of the peak value” averaging approach was applied to the mixed 
aircraft population with “GNSS as RNP 10” performance and gave, on average over the 
intersection angle, a reduction of the maximum risk by a factor of approximately three. 

In addition to the above relative results, some attempt was made towards an absolute 
assessment. This was hampered by two factors. The first factor was the fact that currently 
a Target Level of Safety (TLS) specific to the lateral collision risk on intersecting tracks 
in NAT MNPS airspace does not (yet) exist. To be able to provide some guidance 
concerning the calculated risk values, a value of 5x10-9 accidents per flight hour has been 
used as a substitute. The second factor was that an assumption had to be made 
concerning the number of aircraft pairs passing an intersection in the NAT MNPS 
airspace per flight hour. In the absence of further information, it was assumed that one 
aircraft pair would pass an intersection per flight hour. 

Maximum and average collision risk was then compared with the TLS. The average 
lateral collision risk was found to be less than the TLS for all intersection angles between 
20 and 155 degrees inclusive. The TLS was exceeded by up to a factor of five for angles 
between 5 and 15 degrees inclusive and by up to a factor of seven for angles between 160 
and 175 degrees inclusive. 

8.2.1.4 The following table 4.4 from the Collision Risk Assessment report summarises the 
above conclusions for a 2000 feet flight level change: 
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Table 4.4 Maximum and average collision risk in fatal accidents per flight hour 
as a function of track intersection angle θ for one aircraft pair passing an 
intersection per flight hour. Mixed aircraft population with GNSS performance 
modelled as RNP 10. Nominal aircraft speeds V1, V2 = 300, 480, 600 kts, no 
speed errors and 2000 feet flight level change. The shaded yellow area indicates 
where the risk is below the TLS of 5x10-9 fatal accidents per flight hour. 

8.2.1.5 Following the delivery of the Collision Risk Assessment report the NLR Air 
Transport Safety Institute continued the collision risk calculations using refined 
assumptions. Those results are presented in the tables below. 

8.2.1.6 Firstly, table 4.4 was recalculated for a 1000 feet flight level change instead of 2000 
feet, see table 4.5.  
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θ 

(degrees) 

Mixed aircraft population 

GNSS as RNP 10 

Maximum risk Average risk 

5 5.83E-08 2.81E-08 

10 4.17E-08 1.72E-08 

15 2.97E-08 1.10E-08 

20 2.10E-08 7.34E-09 

25 1.49E-08 5.06E-09 

30 1.10E-08 3.63E-09 

35 8.55E-09 2.73E-09 

40 7.17E-09 2.15E-09 

45 6.41E-09 1.43E-09 

50 6.00E-09 1.81E-09 

55 5.97E-09 1.89E-09 

60 6.35E-09 2.05E-09 

65 7.14E-09 2.32E-09 

70 8.33E-09 2.68E-09 

75 9.79E-09 3.10E-09 

80 1.13E-08 3.55E-09 

85 1.26E-08 3.91E-09 

90 1.32E-08 4.12E-09 

95 1.32E-08 3.85E-09 

100 1.24E-08 3.91E-09 

105 1.13E-08 3.65E-09 

110 1.02E-08 3.30E-09 

115 9.14E-09 2.96E-09 

120 8.47E-09 2,70E-09 

125 8.24E-09 2.55E-09 

130 8.51E-09 2.54E-09 

135 9.29E-09 2.73E-09 

140 1.06E-08 3.18E-09 

145 1.30E-08 3.89E-09 

150 1.69E-08 4.93E-09 

155 2.29E-08 6.62E-09 

160 3.13E-08 9.47E-09 

165 4.19E-08 1.44E-08 

170 5.44E-08 2.32E-08 

175 6.89E-08 3.91E-08 
Table 4.5 Maximum and average collision risk in fatal accidents per flight hour 
as a function of track intersection angle θ for one aircraft pair passing an 
intersection per flight hour. Mixed aircraft population with GNSS performance 
modelled as RNP 10. Nominal aircraft speeds 600 ,480 ,300 , 21 =VV  kts, no 
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speed errors. 1000 ft level change. The shaded yellow area indicates where the 
risk is below the TLS of 5x10-9 fatal accidents per flight hour. 

8.2.1.7 Secondly, less conservative assumptions were made concerning the navigation 
performance of GNSS aircraft and the proportions of RNP 10 and RNP 4 aircraft, namely: 

• The navigation performance of aircraft that have X (MNPS) and G (GNSS) in 
field 10 but no RNP10 or RNP4 is assumed to be the same as for RNP4 aircraft. 

• The proportions between the number of RNP10 and RNP4 aircraft in the data 
set in paragraph 8.1.5.4 was corrected after an error was found. 

8.2.1.8 Table 4.6 shows the results of the pertinent calculations for peak risk as well as 
average risk. Peak risk was only calculated for angles between 5° and 90° and average risk 
for angles between 25º and 90º, but based on previous calculations, the picture for angles 
larger than 90 degrees should be approximately symmetrical. Average risk for angles less 
than 25º was not calculated because of very demanding computation times. The table 
indicates that for angles between 5° to 20° and 160° to 175°, the average

 

 risk would not meet 
the TLS of 5x10-9 fatal accidents per flight hour. 

 GNSS as  GNSS as  
 RNP 4 RNP 4 
 Peak risk Average risk 

angle 

1000 ft level change 
revised RNP 10 and 
RNP 4 proportions 

1000 ft level change 
revised RNP 10 and 
RNP 4 proportions 

5 4.74E-08  

10 3.41E-08  

15 2.46E-08  

20 1.76E-08  

25 1.17E-08 4,16E-09 

30 8.92E-09 3,00E-09 

35 7.25E-09 2,27E-09 

40 6.21E-09 1,79E-09 

45 5.58E-09 1,55E-09 

50 5.19E-09 1,52E-09 

55 5.04E-09 1,58E-09 

60 6.09E-09 1,71E-09 

65 5.41E-09 1,92E-09 

70 6.11E-09 2,20E-09 

75 7.34E-09 2,54E-09 
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80 8.96E-09 2,91E-09 

85 1.03E-08 3,22E-09 

90 1.10E-08 3,40E-09 
Table 4.6 Maximum and average collision risk in fatal accidents per flight hour 
as a function of track intersection angle θ for one aircraft pair passing an 
intersection per flight hour. Mixed aircraft population with GNSS performance 
modelled as RNP 4. Nominal aircraft speeds 600 ,480 ,300 , 21 =VV  kts, no 
speed errors and 1000 ft level change. The shaded yellow area indicates where 
the risk is below the TLS of 5x10-9 fatal accidents per flight hour.  

 

8.2.1.9 Thirdly, a less conservative assumption was made concerning the navigation 
performance of MNPS aircraft, viz.  

• The navigation performance of aircraft that have X (MNPS) in field 10 but no G 
(GNSS), RNP10 or RNP4 is assumed to be the same as for RNP10 aircraft. 

8.2.1.10 Table 4.7 shows the results of the calculations for maximum risk as well as 
average risk. The intermediate angles were not evaluated since both maximum and average 
risk are less than 5 x10-9 fatal accidents per flight hour. These calculations show that the TLS 
is met for all angles except for 175° where the risk is slightly above the TLS. 

θ 
(degrees) 

Mixed aircraft population 

1000 ft level change 

Revised proportions 

GNSS as RNP 4 

MNPS as RNP 10 

Maximum risk Average risk 

5 9.84E-09 4.75E-09 
10 6.73E-09 2.70E-09 
15 4.50E-09 1.64E-09 
20 2.97E-09 1.05E-09 
25 2.02E-09 7.06E-10 
30   
35   
40   
45   
50   
55   
60   
65   
70   
75   
80   
85   
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90   
95   
100   
105   
110   
115   
120   
125   
130   
135   
140   
145   
150   
155   
160 4.50E-09 1.32E-09 
165 6.48E-09 2.06E-09 
170 8.89E-09 3.49E-09 
175 1.17E-08 6.33E-09 

Table 4.7 Maximum and average collision risk in fatal accidents per flight hour 
as a function of track intersection angle θ for one aircraft pair passing an 
intersection per flight hour. Mixed aircraft population with GNSS performance 
modelled as RNP 4 and MNPS performance modelled as RNP10. Nominal 
aircraft speeds 600 ,480 ,300 , 21 =VV  kts, no speed errors and 1000 ft level 
change. The shaded yellow area indicates where the risk is below the TLS of 
5x10-9 fatal accidents per flight hour.  

8.2.2 Practical application of the intersecting track separation 
8.2.2.1 To put the results of the collision risk calculations into perspective with regard to the 
normal operations that are conducted within the Reykjavik CTA some typical track 
intersection angles were analysed. The following figures display angles between tracks in 
typical Reykjavik CTA intersecting track situations. The angles are compared to the Average 
risk column in the collision risk tables in section 7.2.1. 
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Figure 1: 

 
Tracks: 74N010W – 75N020W and 75N010W – 74N020W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 40° and meets the TLS in all collision risk tables in 
section 8.2.1. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 140° and meets the TLS in all collision risk 
tables in section 8.2.1. 
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Figure 2: 

 
Tracks: 74N000W – 74N010W and 73N000W – 75N010W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 36° and meets the TLS in all collision risk tables in 
section 8.2.1. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 144° and meets the TLS in all collision risk 
tables in section 8.2.1. 
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Figure 3: 

 
Tracks: 74N010W – 76N020W and 76N010W – 74N010W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 75° and meets the TLS in all collision risk tables in 
section 8.2.1. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 105° and meets the TLS in all collision risk 
tables in section 8.2.1. 
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Figure 4: 

 
Tracks: 68N010W – 67N020W and 66N010W – 68N020W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 29° and meets the TLS in all collision risk tables in 
section 8.2.1. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 151° and meets the TLS in all collision risk 
tables in section 8.2.1. 
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Figure 5: 

 
Tracks: 66N010W – 68N020W and 67N010W – 67N020W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 27° and meets the TLS in all collision risk tables in 
section 8.2.1 except table 4-5. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 153° and meets the TLS in all collision risk 
tables in section 8.2.1. 
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Figure 6: 

 

Tracks: 69N010W – 67N020W and 67N010W – 69N020W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 56° and meets the TLS in all collision risk tables in 
section 8.2.1. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 124° and meets the TLS in all collision risk 
tables in section 8.2.1. 
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Figure 7: 

 
Tracks: 61N020W – 62N030W and 62N020W – 61N030W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 24° and meets the TLS in all collision risk tables in 
section 8.2.1 except table 4-5. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 156° and meets the TLS in all collision risk 
tables in section 8.2.1 except table 4-5. 
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Figure 8: 

 
Tracks: 60N010W – 62N020W and 61N010W – 61N020W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 22° and meets the TLS in collision risk tables 4-4 
and 4-7 but not in tables 4-5 and 4-6. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 158° and meets the TLS in collision risk table 4-
7 but not in tables 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6. 
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Figure 9: 

 
Tracks: 61N010W – 63N020W and 63N010W – 61N020W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 46° and meets the TLS in all collision risk tables in 
section 8.2.1. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 134° and meets the TLS in all collision risk 
tables in section 8.2.1. 
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Figure 10 (interval of 20° longitude): 

 
Tracks: 71N020W – 70N040W and 70N020W – 71N040W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 17° and meets the TLS in collision risk table 4-7 
but not in tables 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 163° and meets the TLS in collision risk table 4-
7 but not in tables 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6. 
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Figure 11 (interval of 20° longitude): 

 
Tracks: 70N020W – 72N040W and 71N020W – 71N040W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 17° and meets the TLS in collision risk table 4-7 
but not in tables 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 163° and meets the TLS in collision risk table 4-
7 but not in tables 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6. 
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Figure 12 (interval of 20° longitude): 

 
Tracks: 70N020W – 72N040W and 72N020W – 70N040W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 36° and meets the TLS in all collision risk tables in 
section 8.2.1. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 146° and meets the TLS in all collision risk 
tables in section 8.2.1. 
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Figure 13 (interval of 20° longitude): 

 
Tracks: 73N020W – 74N040W and 74N020W – 73N040W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 20° and meets the TLS in collision risk tables 4-4 
and 4-7 but not in tables 4-5 and 4-6. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 160° and meets the TLS in collision risk table 4-
7 but not in tables 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6. 
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Figure 14 (interval of 20° longitude): 

 
Tracks: 76N020W – 77N040W and 77N020W – 76N040W. 

Angle between same direction aircraft is 24° and meets the TLS in collision risk tables 4-4, 
4-6 and 4-7 but not in table 4-5. 

Angle between opposite direction aircraft is 156° and meets the TLS in TLS in collision risk 
tables 4-4, 4-6 and 4-7 but not in table 4-5. 

8.2.2.2 The examples above illustrate that some of the cases do not meet the TLS as 
depicted in the collision risk tables because they involve shallow intersecting angles. This is 
not surprising – the ICAO SASP has been presented with calculations indicating that 
RNAV10 (RNP10) is not, as a stand-alone requirement, sufficient for the application of 50 
NM lateral separation and it can be concluded from those calculations that “RNAV 12.6” is 
not sufficient for the application of the MNPS 60 NM/gentle slope separation. In both cases 
it is the actual observed performance that supports the application. Additional requirements 
in line with those detailed in paragraph 8.1.5.1 above are required to ensure the safety of the 
operations; however such requirements are not taken into account in the collision risk 
calculations done in this study. The above leads Isavia to conclude that the shallow 
intersecting angles should, from a collision risk point of view, be treated in a similar manner 
as parallel non-intersecting tracks. 

8.2.2.3 From an operational point of view, the failed examples shown above do however 
have in common that in practice, the controller would in most cases place the climb/descent 
restriction at a place that is identical to what is done in today’s operations. Controllers avoid 
using complicated latitude/longitude positions for restrictions and look for the next 
“convenient” waypoint/position prior to the loss of separation point as a position restriction 
in the clearance issued to the aircraft. 
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8.2.2.4 Collision risk tables 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7 all assume a 1000 feet level change which is a 
worst case situation as it assumes that the aircraft will start the level change as late as 
possible to reach a vertically separated level exactly as it passes the lateral separation point. 
This is a very conservative assumption for two reasons: 

a) The level change required to resolve a conflict is not always 1000 feet since the next 
adjacent level may not always be available; and 

b) Pilots usually initiate the level change some distance away from the restriction point 
to ensure that the restriction can safely be met. 

8.2.2.5 As discussed in section 8.1.4.1 of this paper, there are indications that the Actual 
Navigation Performance far exceeds the performance that is assumed in the collision risk 
modelling and there are also indications that the equipage level documented in section 
8.1.5.4 and used in the collision risk modelling is underestimating the actual equipage level 
of the aircraft fleet operating in the airspace. 
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9 Trial Objectives and Success Criteria  
9.1 The need for the change is specified in paragraph 2.1 and accordingly the objectives 
of the trial are: 

• to reduce the complexity of the conflict probe software; and 

• to simplify the controller work environment; and 

• to align the Reykjavik CTA operations with the Arctic RNAV 10 and 50 NM 
separation airspace; while 

• maintaining the lateral collision risk within the target level of safety (TLS) and 
without negative impact on collision risk in the vertical or longitudinal dimensions. 

9.2 The goal of the trial is to provide confidence for all stakeholders to decide whether 
the trial should become operational by testing key safety assumptions using data from the 
operational trial. 

9.3 The trial shall therefore be successful if stakeholders feel suitably informed to make 
a “go”/“no go” decision. The stakeholders include: 

 Reykjavik OACC 
 Icelandic Civil Aviation Administration (the Regulator) 
 NAT groups (SPG, IMG, ATMG, SARSIG) 

9.4 The scope of the trial is to apply 50 NM lateral separation between MNPS approved 
aircraft on intersecting and non-intersecting tracks and collecting data in order to support the 
goal of the trial (see above). 

9.5 The questions and metrics associated with determining the success of the operational 
trial are shown in the table below. These metrics shall be assessed during the trial, in order to 
answer the relevant questions and determine whether the goal of the trial has been met. 
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Success criteria for the operational trial 

QUESTIONS METRICS, DETAILS & TARGETS 

Safety No lateral, vertical 
or longitudinal 
errors attributed to 
the trial. 

i) Longitudinal Scrutinize each longitudinal error to determine if the application of 50 NM lateral separation instead 
of 60 NM + gentle slope rules has had an effect on the error. 

Target = No longitudinal errors attributed to the trial. 

ii) Vertical Scrutinize each vertical error to determine if the application of 50 NM lateral separation instead of 
60 NM + gentle slope rules has had an effect on the error. 

If such an effect is found then quantify the effect on the vertical risk. 

Target = No increase in vertical risk due to the application of 50 NM lateral separation. 

iii) Lateral Scrutinize each lateral error to determine if the application of 50 NM lateral separation instead of 60 
NM + gentle slope rules has had an effect on the error. 

If such an effect is found then quantify the effect on the lateral risk. 

Target = No increase in lateral risk due to the application of 50 NM lateral separation. 

No additional 
adverse safety 
events due to the 
trial 

Failures to meet crossing restrictions for flight level changes do not increase due to the application of 50 NM lateral separation. 

Scrutinize each failure to meet a crossing restriction to determine if the application of 50 NM lateral separation instead of 60 NM + gentle slope rules 
has had an effect on the error. 

Target = No increase in failures to meet crossing restrictions due to the application of 50 NM lateral separation. 

Any safety benefits 
connected with the 
application of 50 
NM lateral 
separation 

The application of 50 NM lateral separation is simpler than application of 60 NM and gentle slope rule. This may lead to fewer controller errors in 
application of the lateral separation.  

Scrutinize each controller error related to application of separation to determine if the application of 50 NM lateral separation instead of 60 NM + 
gentle slope rules has had an effect on the error. 

Target = No increase in controller error in application of separation due to the application of 50 NM lateral separation. 

Aircraft 
equipage 

Aircraft navigation 
equipage remains 
equal or improves 

Collect aircraft navigation equipage data to ensure that the equipage levels, as indicated in section 8.1.5.4, remain constant or improve. 
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10 Conclusions 
10.1 After having considered the arguments presented by Isavia at SARSIG/12, the 
SARSIG came to the following conclusion which is documented in SARSIG/12 Summary of 
Discussions paragraphs 5.1-5.3: 

5.1 The Group reviewed detailed information and analyses concerning a 
proposal to apply 50 NM lateral separation between MNPS approved aircraft 
on intersecting and non-intersecting tracks based on the actual navigation 
equipage of the aircraft fleet operating in the airspace. The proposal, 
formulated by Iceland, was of particular interest because the Reykjavik CTA 
shared extensive boundaries with airspace where the application of 50 NM 
lateral separation based on RNP 10 was planned or had been implemented. The 
Group noted that it was important to consider that the intended medium term 
goal in the NAT Region was to extend the application of track spacing of 50 NM 
based on RNP 10 and to support the application of 50 NM lateral separation 
for intersecting tracks based on RNP 10. As such, the proposal could be viewed 
as progress towards the regional goal of implementing PBN. 

5.2 Iceland presented data confirming that the preponderance of aircraft 
navigating in the Reykjavik CTA would conform to RNP 10 or better 
performance. As well, Iceland showed data that lateral navigational 
performance outside the interval covered by the RNP 10 performance 
specification would be expected to support safe operations consistent with a 50 
NM lateral separation minimum. The Group noted that operations in the 
Reykjavik CTA were generally reflective of the lateral occupancy described by 
the calculations prepared annually for aircraft on random tracks and that those 
calculations were consistently considerably lower than comparative estimates 
prepared for aircraft operating in the Organized Track System (OTS) and for 
the entire NAT Region. Iceland produced a Collision Risk Model (CRM) 
analysis of intersecting routes which was prepared along the lines of work 
undertaken in the ICAO SASP. This analysis was tailored to the conditions 
expected in the Reykjavik CTA and showed that the collision risk expected 
would be below 5 x 10-9 fapfh for most of the angles of intersection (see also 
paragraph 4.4). The intersecting route model assumed that one of the aircraft 
approaching the intersection would climb or descend to a vertically separated 
level 50 NM prior reaching the intersection. The Group noted that the 
examination of intersecting routes being undertaken by SASP was intended to 
produce relevant ICAO standards for intersecting routes but the material 
prepared by Iceland was sufficiently conservative so as to support its 
application in the Reykjavik CTA until such time as the SASP material became 
mature. Based on the material prepared by Iceland, the Group supported the 
development of an operational trial for the application of a 50 NM separation 
minimum in the Reykjavik CTA pending preparation of a relevant Concept of 
Operations and a statement of trial objectives that included success criteria. 

5.3 Iceland advised that it would produce an implementation plan for a 
validation trial of the application of 50 NM lateral separation between MNPS 
approved aircraft in the Reykjavik CTA and present it to NAT SARSIG/13. The 
plan would include similar information as contained in the draft 
implementation plan for the trial application of RLatSM in the NAT Region and 
the implementation plan for the the validation trial of RLongSM, along with 
success criteria and appropriate information from the supporting safety 
analyses. 
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10.2 Subsequent to the SARSIG/12 meeting the NAT IMG also considered the subject 
and came to the following conclusion which is documented in IMG/37 Summary of 
Discussions paragraphs 4.38-4.40: 

4.38 The NAT IMG was also advised that the NAT SARSIG reviewed detailed 
information and analyses concerning a proposal to apply 50 NM lateral 
separation between MNPS approved aircraft on intersecting and non-
intersecting tracks based on the actual navigation equipage of the aircraft fleet 
operating in the Reykjavik control area (CTA). The proposal, formulated by 
Iceland, was of particular interest because the Reykjavik CTA shared extensive 
boundaries with airspace where the application of 50 NM lateral separation 
based on RNP 10 was planned or had been implemented. As the intended 
medium term goal in the NAT Region was to extend the application of track 
spacing of 50 NM based on RNP 10 and to support the application of 50 NM 
lateral separation for intersecting tracks based on RNP 10, the proposal could 
be viewed as progress towards the regional goal of implementing PBN. 

4.39 The NAT IMG noted that, based on the material prepared by Iceland, the 
NAT SARSIG supported the development of an operational trial for the 
application of a 50 NM separation minimum in the Reykjavik CTA pending 
preparation of a relevant Concept of Operations and a statement of trial 
objectives that included success criteria. In this respect, Iceland advised that it 
would produce an implementation plan for a validation trial of the application 
of 50 NM lateral separation between MNPS approved aircraft in the Reykjavik 
CTA and present it to NAT SARSIG/13. The plan would include similar 
information as contained in the draft implementation plan for the trial 
application of RLatSM in the NAT Region and the implementation plan for the 
validation trial of RLongSM, along with success criteria and appropriate 
information from the supporting safety analyses. 

4.40 The NAT IMG fully supported the development of a plan for a trial 
implementation, as presented in the above paragraph, but also agreed that a 
“transition plan”1

 

 be developed by Iceland and be presented to the NAT 
SARSIG/13 for assessment and future endorsement by NAT IMG. 

- END - 

 

                                                           
1 The „transition plan“ relates to a different subject, namely a plan for the transition from MNPS to 
PBN in the NAT airspace. 


